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UNDERPARAMETRIZATION 
IN A REGRESSION MODEL 
W I T H CONSTRAINTS II 
L U B O M Í R K U B Á Č E K 
(Communicated by Gejza Wimmer ) 
ABSTRACT. Mathematical models of many events and processes involve some­
times more unknown parameters than it can be interpreted. Thus a problem 
arises whether some of them can be neglected without an essential disagreement 
between experimental data and the reduced model. The aim of the paper is to 
contribute to a solution of the problem. 
Introduction 
A utilization of mathematical models of real events and processes is of a great 
importance in such a case only when all parameters of a model can be interpreted 
in the language and terms of the science region where the model is used. However, 
a good fitting of data need sometimes larger numbers of parameters than it can 
be interpreted. Thus a problem of underparametrization of a model arises. 
It can be solved at least in two ways, i.e. either to test a hypothesis that 
the neglected parameters are zero, or to find a neighbourhood of zero where the 
nonzero values of the neglected parameters do not cause any essential deteriora­
tion of statistical inference. The aim of the paper is to contribute to the second 
approach. 
1. Motivation example 
Let in R3 (three dimensional Euclidean space) points A, P1, P2 , B be given 
by coordinates A i-> (x 1, 0, (32+j3lxl+^x\ = O x ) , Px i-r ( # 2 , 0, (32+(3lx2+7x%), 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Primary 62J05. 
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P2 i-> (x3 ,0 , /3 2+/31x 3-r-7^) , B •-> (x4,0,P2+P1x4s+'yxl = 6 2 ) . The coordi-
nates x are known, x1 = 4, x2 = 6, x3 = 8, x4 = 10 and also the heights 0X 
and 6 2 are known. The parameters /?-_, /32 , 7 are unknown. The differences of 
heights 
hx=p2 + $xx2 + n/x\ - (P2 + / V i + 72,?) , 
h2 = (32 + pxx3 + 7Z3 - (P2 + $i
xi + 7*2) > 
^3 = £2 + A V 4 + 7*4 " (A + ^1*3 + 7*3) 
are measured. (In geodesy it is a problem of levelling traverse between two fixed 
points A and B.) 
The model of measurement is 
°2' 
C3> 
x4 x 3 
and the constraints are 
C4> Ж)+G & 
Here £ is the covariance matrix of the observation vector Y. For the sake of 
simplicity let £ = a2\ (I is identity matrix) . 
The problem is to estimate the parameters Px, /32 and 7 and to decide, 
whether the parameter 7 can or cannot be neglected. If it cannot be neglected, 
then to determine a region around zero, where the nonzero values of 7 do not 
cause any essential deterioration of statistical inference on parameters /?-_ and 
/32 , respectively, based on simplified (underparametrized) model (2). 
2. Notation and auxiliary statements 
Consider linear regression model with constraints of type II 
U) n+q 











where the covariance matrix Var(V) = £ of the observation vector Y is as-
sumed to be known. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let the model (2) be regular, i.e.: 
r ( X n,/d) = ki < n > r ( B i > B2) = q<k1+k2, г(B 2 ) = k2<q, 
£ 6e positive definite (p.d.). Then the BLUEs (best linear unbiased estimators) 
of the parameters (31 and (32 are 
k=Pi- C - ' B ; (MB2B1C-1B'1MB2)+(B1 /31 + b), 
/32 = - [ ( B ^ ) - ( B 1 C - 1 B ' 1 ) ] ' (
B A + f a ) , 
where ( ) + denotes the Moore-Penrose g-inverse ([5]) of the matrix in the 
brackets, M B = | — P B , P B is the projection matrix (in the Euclidean space) 
on the column space M(B2) = {B 2 u : u G R
k2} of the matrix B2, ( ) ~ ( U ) 
denotes the minimum U -seminorm g-inverse ([5]) of the matrix in the brackets 
(the matrix U must be at least positive semidefinite) and /31 = C
_ 1 X ' . £ - 1 y , 
C = X'_E_1X (/31 is the BLUE in the model without constraints). 
P r o o f . The minimization of the function 0(j31,j32) = ( y — X / ^ y X
- 1 x 
x ( y - X/3J under the constraints b+B1f31 + B2/32 = O leads to the equation 
в^c-^в;, в 
B' 2 ' 
Л 
k 
ь + в.ß, 
o 
where A is the vector of the Lagrange multipliers. With respect to Pandora-Box 




HH = (MB 2B1C-
1B'1MB 2 )
+ 
~ , ~~ 
-(Bгßг + b) 
O 
= (в.c-^вì + в.вí,)-1 - (в^c-^вì + B2B'2) 
> M - i > 
x в2[в2(в1c-
1в ,1 + в ^ г ^ в , ] ' в ^ c ^ в ; + в2в2) 
l ^ J = (^г^míBiC-^Bì) 
= (в.c-^в; + в2в2г
1в2[в'2(в1c-
1в'1 + в ^ г ^ ] "
1 , 
, / N - l 
ia = (ii])'. 
22 -|21|B1Ç-
1B'1|12 
Now the statement is obvious. D 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let the model (2) be regular. Then the estimator of /3l and f32 
from Lemma 2.1 are biased in the model (1) and (* denotes the model (1) and 
** denotes the model (2). i.e. (5** = 0^ i = 1,2. from Lemma 2.1.) 
^ ( ^ f ) - / 3 1 = C-
1X'S-1S7-C-
1Bi(MB2B1C-
1B'1MB2) + x 
x(B1C"
1X'£-1S7-G7), 
^ ( l r ) - / 3 2 = - [ (B^ ( B i C _ 1 B , ) ] ' (B 1 C-
1 X'E- 1 S7-G7) . 
P roo f . 
E,(/1r)=E,(/3i)-C-1B'1(MB2B1C-
1B'1MB2)+[B1^(/31) + 6] 
= C-1X'S-(X/31 + S7)-C-
1Bi(MB2B1C-
1BiMB2) + x 
x [ B J C - ^ ' S - H X / ^ J + S7) + b] 
= /31+C-
1X'S-1S7-C-1Bi(MB2B1C-
1BiMB2) + x 
x (B./3, + G7 + B2/32 + b + B1C"
1X'S-1S7 - G7) 
= 01 + C"
1X'S-1S7 - C-1Bi(MB2B1C-





= -[(Bi)-(B1c-.Bi)]'[Bi-5.(^i) + -»] 
= " [ ( B 2 ) - ( B 1 C - 1 B 1 ) ] ' [ B I C -
1 X ' S - 1 ( X / 3 1 + S 7 ) + 6] 
= - [(B2)-(B1c-1B'1)]'(B1/31 + B2/32-B2/32 + G7 + ft-G7 + B1C-
1X'S-1S7) 
= / 3 2 - [ ( B J - ( B I C - 1 B ; ) ] ' ( B 1 C -
1 X ' S - 1 S 7 - G 7 ) . 
D 
LEMMA 2.3. The covariance matrices of the estimators from Lemma 2.1 are 




Vax„ ( | r ) = [B^BjC-^i + B2B2)"
1B2]-
1 - I. 
P r o o f . It is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.1. • 
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3. Underparametrization 
LEMMA 3 .1 . The BLUE s of the parameter ( ) and (32, respectively, in the 
regular model (1), i.e. r(X, S) = kx + / < n, r (B 1 ,G ,B 2 ) = q < kx + / + k2, 
r(B2) = k2 < q, XJ p.d., are 
^)=D-(J ' ) l ! - 'y-D-(§) [MB , (B1 ,G)D-(g)M. 
(BvG)D-i(*',)s~>Y + b 
D = xs-^x, xs-^s 
STI^X, S'2-ÍSJ ' 
02 = - [(B2)m[(B1,G)D-i(B1,G)']J 
(B^GJD-^g 
( B 1 , G ) D -
1 ( j , ' ) s - 1 У + /> 
v - ( f )=--'-D-ҷS м. M B 2 > x 
x í B p G j D " 1 , 
Vaт(Д2) = | в 2 [ ( B 1 ) G ) D -
1 ( Ş B„ - I . 
P r o o f . It is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.3. D 
T H E O R E M 3.2. 
(i) Let hiP^-yiPz) = fci/3-. // ^ G A i ( C M x , s _ l s ) and S ' E ^ X C ^ B ; 
= G'. ltzen the BLUE of h[f31 from Lemma 2.1 is equal to the BLUE of h
f/31 
from Lemma 3.1, i.e. the parameter 7 can be neglected in the model. 
(ii) If S'-E^XC-^B'i = G', then the BLUE of (32 from Lemma 2.1 is equal 
to the BLUE of (32 from Lemma 3.1. i.e. the parameter 7 can be neglected in 
the model. 
P r o o f . 
(i) The inverse D - 1 can be expressed as 
D-1^ 
D 1 1 , 
D 2 , l 
D l , 2 




D i д = c-i + c-
1X'E-1S[S'(M x-.M x)
+SV S^S-^XC"1 , 
D i ,2 = ^c-ix^s-^sfsчMxSMx^+s]"
1, 
D2-1 = (D1-2)', 
D^^fSЧMxSMx^+S]"1. 
Thus 
Vai\ (h[ O') 
,7* 
= h;C-1ft1 -h;C-
1X'S-1S[S'(MxSMx)+S] V s ^ X C
1 ^ 
- { /IÍC_ 1B; + /i;C-1X'S-1S[S'(MxSMx)+S]-
1(S'S-1XC-1B'1 - G')}x 
( M B 2 { B 1 C -
1 B ' 1 + ( B 1 C -
1 X ' S - 1 S - G ) [ S ' ( M X S M X ) + S ] -
1 X 
( S ^ ^ X C ^ B Í - O J M B J + X 





1/i1 = Var„ (hffi), 




since hx € J M ( C M X / - - I S ) " ^ 
G'. 
(ii) If S ' S - 1 X 'C" 1 B; = G', then 
B' (B1,G)D - 1 G' + B0B' 2"2 
B2 = B _ ( B 1 ^ B І + B 2 B 2 ) B 2 
and thus Var„ ((3* ) = Var„ (/32** ) • 
If two estimators are BLUEs of the same linear function of parameters, then 
one is equal to another with probability one. Thus the statements are proved. 
• 
In [3] similar problem is solved in model without constraints and without 
assumption of regularity. However, the condition .M(X) C A i ( S ) is assumed. 
Even the conditions h1 G A4 ( C M x , s _ i S ) and S
/ E~ 1 XC~ 1 B / 1 = G', respec­
tively, need not be satisfied, the parameter 7 can be sometimes neglected under 
some a prior information. It will be clarified in the following statements. 
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Let bi = A^7, i — 1,2, where 
-»i = -5.(3r)-^i» 
Ax = C^X'S^S - C-
1B'1(MB2B1C-
1B'1MB2)+(B1C-
1X'E-1S - G), 
b2 = E.(p?)-(32, 
A2 = - [(B^-fB.c-Bi)] ' ( B i C - ^ ' S - ^ - G), 
V = V a r ( / ^ - / 3 f ) and W = Var(/3|) - V a r ( ^ * ) . 
LEMMA 3.3. Under the condition of regularity it is valid that 
M(\) C M [Var (/3J - J9p)] . 
P r o o f . Let K = BjC^B'-. + B2B2, U = S ' S ^ X C ^ B ; - G' and $1 = 
C ^ X ' S - 1 Y. With respect to Lemma 3.1 
s=o,o)(;s;; s.2)(?)E' ly 
- ( I O) /fC-1B'1+C-
1X'.S-1S[S'(Mx.SMx)+S]-
1U>\ x 




 + x 
x { B ^ X ' S " 1 y + U' [S,(MXSMX)+S]
_1 x 
x (S'S^XC^X'S - 1 y - S'S-1 Y) + b} 
= /3x - C-
1X'E-1S[S'(MxSMx)+S]-
1S'E-1(y - X/3J 
- { C ^ B i + C ^ X ' S ^ S ^ M x S M x J + S l ^ U j x 
X ( M B 2 { K + U ' [ S ' ( M X S M X ) + S ] -
1 U } M B 2 )
+ X 
X {Biy3x + b - U'[S'(MXEMX)+S]^S'E-
1 (Y - X/3J} . 
Further 
(MB 2{K + U'[S'(MXSMX)+S]-
1U}MB2)
+ 






f{ =0, - C" 1 B' 1 (M B 2 KM B J + (B1/á1 + b) 
- C-1X'S-1S[S'(MxSMx)
+S]"1S'S-1(y - X/3J 
- C-1X'S-1S[S'(MXSMX)
+S]-1U(MB 2KMBJ + (B1/31 + b) 
+ C - 1 B ' 1 ( M B 2 K M B 2 ) + U ' { [ S ' ( M X S M X )
+ S ] + U ( M B 2 K M B 2 ) + U ' }"
1 : 
x U ( M B 2 K M B 2 ) + (B1/31 + Ď ) + C -
1 X ' S - 1 S [ S ' ( M X S M X )
+ S ] " 1 X 
x U ( M B 2 K M B 2 ) + { [ S ' ( M X S M X ) + S ] + U ( M B 2 K M B 2 ) + U'}"
1 X 
X U ( M B 2 K M B 2 ) + ( B 1 / 3 1 + Ď ) 
+ C - 1 B ' 1 ( M B 2 K M B 2 ) + [ S ' ( M X S M X ) + S ] -
1 S ' S - 1 ( V - X / 3 1 ) 
+ C - 1 X ' S - 1 S [ S ' ( M X S M X ) + S ] "
1 U ( M B 2 K M B 2 ) + U'X 
x [S'(MXSMX)+S]"
1S'S-1(V-X/31) 
- C - 1 B ' 1 ( M B 2 K M B 2 ) + U ' { [ S ' ( M X S M X ) + S ] + U ( M B 2 K M B 2 ) + U ' }"
1 : 
xU(MB 2KMB 2) + U'[S'(MxSMx)+S]"
1S'S-1(y-X/31) 
- C - 1 X ' S - 1 S [ S ' ( M X S M X ) + S ] "
1 U ( M B 2 K M B 2 ) + U ' X 
x {[S'(MXSMX)+S] +U(M B 2 KM B J + U'}-
1x 
x U ( M B 2 K M B 2 ) + U ' [ S ' ( M x S M x ) + S ] "
1 S ' S - 1 ( y - X / 3 1 ) , 
what can be rewritten as 
1-1. л + x 
/ з ï ^ + j c - ^ ҷ м ^ к м в j + ď - c - ^ s - ^ s j x 
x {[S'(MXSMX)+S] +U(Mв2KMB2)+U'}
_1x 
xЩMв.KMвJ + t в Д + ò) 
+ C ^ B Ц ÍM^KM^) + UҶSЧMxSM^+Sf^U}" 
x UҶSҶMxSMx^+S^^^S^S-ҶV - X/3.) - C - ^ S ^ S x 
xftSЧMxEMx í+Sj+UÍM^KM^J + ď J S ^ - Ҷ Y - X i З j 
= Џ -A^fSЧMxSMx^+SІ+UÍMв^KMв^j + U'}"1^ 
^ ( M в ^ M ß J ^ B Â ł Ь ) 
+ C-1B'1((Mв2KMв2)+-(MB 2KMB 2) + x 
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 + U'}"1x 
x s ' s - ^ y - x / i j 
= 0T -A1{[S'(MXSMX)
+S]+U(MB2KMB2)
 + U'}"1x 
x U ( M B 2 K M B J








- C"1X'S-1S{ [S'(MxSMx)+S] + U(MB2KMB2) + U'}"
1 x 
xS's-^y-x/^). 
Since B101 +b and Y — X/3j are uncorrelated and Var(B1/31 + fa) = BjC
 1 B 1 
and Var fS 'S -^y - X/3J] = S'(MXSMX)+S, we can write 
Vax ( # - # * ) 
= A1{[S'(MXSMX)+S]+U(MB2KMB2) + U'}"
1x 
x U(MB2KMB2) + K(MB2KMB2) + U'x 
x {[S'(MXSMX)+S] +U(MB2KMB2) + U'}"
1A'1 











= A1{[S'(MXSMX)+S]+U(MB2KMB2) + U'}"
1U(MB2KMB2) + X 








 + U'}"1A'1 
= A1{[S'(MXSMX)+S]+U(MB2KMB2)
 + U'}"1A'1, 
since U(MB2KMB2)
 + K(MB2KMB2)
 + U' = U(MB2KMBJ
 + U'. Thus 
AffC^X'S^S - C-1B'1(MB2KMB2)
 + (B1C-
1X'S-1S - G)] = .M(AX) 
C A ^ ( A 1 { [ S ' ( M X S M X ) + S ] + U ( M B 2 K M B 2 )
+ U ' } - 1 A ; ) 
= Al[Var(/3*-/3r)" 
LEMMA 3,4. Under the condition of regularity it is valid that 
M(A2) CM{\N). 
P r o o f . 
Var(/3*) -Var(/3p) 
= (B2{(B1C-
1X'S-1S - G) [S'(MXSMX)+S]
_1 (S 'S-^C-^i - G') 
+ B ^ B ; + B2B2}"
1B2)"
1- I - [B^B.C^B', + B.B,)"^,]-1 + I 
= [B^K"1 - K-1U'{S'(MXSMX)
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T H E O R E M 3.5. 
(i) 
7 6 { g : g'A'.y-A.g^c
2} 
(V/i G Rfcl) ( Ih'DjI < cdVar [/?'(/3í - (3{* ) 
(ü) 
7 € {g : g'K\N-A2g < 1 ^ 
= > (Vfi G M*2) (Var (ft'/Sf ) + (h'b2)
2 < Var (ft'/S* ) ) . 
P r o o f . 
(i) With respect to Lemma 3.3, ./Vf (Ax) C ./Vf (V) and therefore regarding a 
nonessential generalization of the Sche f fe theorem ([6]) we obtain 
(VhGRfcl)(|/i ,b1 | = \h'A^\ < Vh'Vh) 4=^ 7
,A'1V-A17 < 1. 
(ii) With respect to Lemma 3.4, M(A2) C M(\N). Analogously as in (i) 
(\/heRk2)(\h'b2\ = |h




In this section, conditions of regularity are not assumed. Then the notation 
ULSM (universal linear statistical model) will be used. ULSMII means ULSM 
with constraints II. 
L E M M A 4.1. 
(i) A function ti(/31,7,/32) = h'l(3l is unbiasedly estimable in (2) if and 
onlytfh.eMiX'^M^). 
(ii) A function h(f31,^/,l32) = h2(32 is unbiasedly estimable in (2) if and 
only if h2 e M(B'2MBilMx,) • 
P r o o f . Both statements are a direct consequence of the relationships 
( h \ í YJ B' 
J ) G M ( n ' p,
1 
tí2(32 is unbiasedly estimable 4=4> ( u ) G M 
ì / 
°\*u(*> Bi 
Л2/ 4 0 , B!, 
As far as (ii) is concerned, it is to be remarked: 
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(Vt € W)(Bu G K")(X'u + BiMBiMx,t = O) «= 
B i M B l M x , =
 B i - [(B;B. + X , X ) - X , X ] ( B ; B 1 + X ' X ) B ; 
+ B;B 1 (B;B 1 +X'X)X ' [X(B;B 1 + X ' X ) X ' ] - X ( B ; B 1 + X ' X ) B ; 
= X'X(B'1B1 +X'X)Bi +X'[X(B'1B1 +X'X)X']X(B'1B1 +X'X)Bi 
- xx(Bi Bi + x'x)x' [X(B; BX + xx)x] ~X(B; BX + XX)B; , 
t h u s X ( B i M B i M x / ) C ^ ( X ' ) . D 
L E M M A 4.2. 
(i) An unbiasedly estimable function h'x/3x (i.e. hx e M(X',B'MB )) in 
the model (2) is biased in the model (1) and ' * 2 
M^)-^ = h[{MB,Mj(MB,MBxrmis)p 
(ii) An unbiasedly estimable function h'2(32 (i.e. h2 e M(B'2MB M )) in 





+X'(S + XMB ,M B 2X' ) -S+ [(B^)- ( V ) ] 'G}7 , 
where 
V = BxW+Bi +
 B2B2 . W = X(S + X M B , M B X ' ) + + B;MBaB. . 
P r o o f . Since (cf. [2; Theorem 4.6]) ( J ° )-seminorm g -inverse of the 
/X' B' \ ' 
matrix (̂  Q ' B/ J is given by the relation 
x', в; 
o, в; 2 / m 
where 
(S:S). ІИ, И/' 
H] = M B ' 1 M B 2 [ ( M B i M B 2 X ' ) ; ( s ) ] ' ) 
@=W+Bi(M B 2 B 1 W+B' 1 M B 2 )
 + , 
B = -[(Bi)™(B1W+Bi)]'BiW
+X'(E + X M B i M B a X ' )
 +
 > 
LU = [(B2)m(B1W+B'1)J ' 
and W = X'(S + X M B , M B 2 X ' )
+ + B i M ^ B j , we have 
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E (hÇßr) 
=("''<'MBJ(B;, B2 
= /I;/31 + / I ; ( 0 S + 0 G ) 7 , 
since u'X + t 'MB 2B 1=h[ . 
(ii) Analogously 
ш. - - 1 
411 
X, O 
BÌ , B0 *1> %Ыt» 
x, o 
B ľ B 2 £ ) • ( * " -(u
1 fM ^ x ' ° VLB 0 
-(«^MBiMxJ^Bi; BJ[^ g 
= f,2/32 + /,2(0S + 0 G ) 7 , 
since u'X + t 'MB M B1 = O' and t 'MB M B2 = h'2. Now the proof can be 
easily finished. 
Remark 4.3. Let two ULSMs (without constraints) 
( X , S ) ( ^ ) , £ 
and 
Y~n(*ß,Ъ), 
0 \ Grofci+í 
1. 




be under consideration. Then the variance of the BLUE of the function t'MsX/3 
in the model (3) is 
Var„(t 'Mjx>*) = t 'M s X[X ' (M s TM s )
+ X] + X'M s t - t 'M s XX'M s t , 
where T = £ + XX' and in the model (4) 
Vax„(t'M^X/3**) = t 'MsX(X'T+X')+X'Mst - t 'M sXX'M s t . 
The inequality 
Vax,(t'MpC]9*) > Var„(t'M^X3**) 
is implied by the inequalities (in the Loevner sense) 
(M s TM s )
+ = (T + SS')+ - (T + SS')+S[S'(T + SS')+S] +S'(T + SS')+ <LT+ 
= > [X' (MSTMS )
+X]+ >L (X'T+X)+. 
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Therefore analogous inequalities are valid in ULSMIIs (1) and (2), i.e. 
(V/i, € A..) (Vax, ( h[ft) > Vax„ ( h[0T )) , 
(Vft2 € ,M2) (var, ( ft^|) > Vax„, ( ̂  ) ) • 
Here M1 = M | (X', B'JM /S , 0 \ ) and JW2 = .M ( (O, B 2 )M / x > S \ ) 
characterize the unbiasedly estimable functions of /31 (M x) and the unbias-
edly estimable functions of (32 (M2). 
Let the following notation 
W. = : + (x,s)M,B,x (
x ' ) (X,S) + ( ^ ) M B 2 ( B 1 , G ) : 
V, = ( B 1 , G ) W ; ( ^ ) + B 2 B 2 , 
Var,, ( I T ) = MB1MB2X'(S + X M B 1 M B 2 X ' )




M (|І)MJS.')[S + < X - S ) M ( B G ! ) M J S ' ' 
x(X,S)M/в, M ғ 
M 
G J'"°2 \G' ) 
V a r „ ( | r ) 
[(Bi)m(V)]'BiW+X'(.S + X M B 1 M X ' ) - E ( E + X M B 1 M X')-
мғ 
xXW+BÌ(B 2 ) ; ( V 
Var. (05) 
= [(B^)m(V^)]'(B1,G)W+(
X;) [ E + ( X , S ) M / B , X (
X ' ) 
x S E + ( X , S ) M ^ в ^ M в a (
X ' ) j (X,S)W+(в ì )(B2)- ( V ł ) , 
ßl R1 = (l,0)Var„ 2l ŕ , ) )-Var„(/Зг), 
,7 
R 2 = V a r , ( ^ ) - V a r „ ( ^ ) 
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be used. Let 
Fi = M B ; M B 2 [ ( M B ; M B 2 X ' ) ; , . ) ]
, S + ( M B 2 B 1 ) ; ( W )
G ' 
F2 = -[(B.)-(V)]
/B1W+X'(E + X M B , M B 2 X y S + [ (B' 2 )" ( V ) ] 'G 
(cf. Lemma 4.2). Then, analogously as in Theorem 3.5, if M{f{) C .M(R-), 
i = 1,2, then for all i = 1, 2 
(vh, G MX) (\E„(hfir) - Wi\ < <V
Var- ( w ) - Var** ( w ) 
7 ' ^ R - F . 7 < c
2 . 
Sometimes there occurs such a situation that either a function h[/31 or a 
function ft^/^. c a n ^ e unbiasedly estimated in (2) and the estimator is the same 
as in (1) (cf. Theorem 3.2). 
To find a subspace of functions which can be unbiasedly estimated by BLUE 
in the model (2) and this estimator is simultaneously the BLUE in the model (1) 
is rather difficult. Until now only the following result is known to the author. 










B ľ B 2 
ßl 
ß2 




( T = S + XX'). 
Then BLUE of the function h(01,(32) = h[(3l + h'2/32, where 
h, _ x', в; 
o, в2 м (S',G')' 
S Є t є 
in both models are identical if and only if 
к eM ^ 1 , 1 ' ^ 1 , 2 \ IV/1 A A K 




D = X ' T X , 
A u = D + (DS' - Bi)[S(l - D)S']"(SD - BJ , 
A l i 2 = -(DS' - B;)[S(I - D)S']"(SD - BX)B2 = A2>1 
A2i2 = B 2 [S(l-D)S']
_ B 2 , 
'X', Bí \ / T, X S ' \ _ ( S 
, J l CY' K = I " ' ! , , 1 0 , B' / V SX', SS' 
P r o o f . It is a direct consequence of the following consideration. 
Let two ULSMs 
( X , S ) ( ^ ] , S 
and 
y~(x/3,s) 
be considered and let M(S) C 7W(S + XX'). Then 
Vax_ (X,S) 
7 





 X : Í :S )"(X : ) - (XX'+SS') 
= X D X ' - XX' + (XD-X'T- - l)S[S'(MxTMx)+S]" x 
x S'(T-XXD"X' - I) - SS' 
Vax,(M^X/3*) =Vax„(M^)£J3") 
+ M S XD-X'T -S[S' (M X TM X )
+ S ]S'TXD-X'M S 
Vax,(MpČ0*) = Var„(M7X3**) 
q'MsXD-X'T-S = O' 
<{=}• X ' M s q e > í ( D M x , T _ s ) . 
Now X, S, /3, 7 5 -S a r e substituted by the following scheme 
Xн-> 
в1 ; в2 
Sн> 
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and the equality 
x', B;\ / T, xs>y (X, O \ = (Eltl, E 1 I 2 
O, B'J \SX>, SS'J \Blt Bj V E 2 1 , E22 
E I , I = D + D-X 'TS[S'(MXTMX )
+S]"S'T-XD- , 
Eli2 = - D X ' T S [ S ' ( M X T M X ) + S ] - = E2)1 
E2)2 = [ S ' ( M X T M X ) + S ] - , 
are used and the proof can be easily finished. • 
5. Numerical example 
In 1. Motivation example, we have 
w V,D/
 Bl = ( l 4°) ' G = ( i o 6 o ) ' B2 = (i 
Further 
V a x „ ( ^ r ) = V a x „ ( ^ ) = 0 , 
Var+( /3*) = a
2 1 . 4 7 9 , Var, (/?*) =O-212.5, Var, ( ^ ) = o"20.0078 , 
A1 = U, A2 = - 4 0 . 
In this case there does not exist a function of the parameters which can be 
unbiasedly estimated by the same estimators in both models; i.e. the parameter 
7 cannot be neglected. However, the relationships 
|7| < O-0.086861 =--=> (V/ix G R
1 ) l ^ b j < JVar^ (hj%) ) , 
|7| < O-0.088388 = > (Vfc2 G M
1) ( |/z2b2| < JVar^ ( t l ^ ) ) 
are valid. It is to be remarked that cr0.088388 = WVar (7* ) . 
An admissible region around zero for the parameter 7 is rather small in this 
case. Howrever, in another example, where, e.g. X'_E_1S = O, it can be the whole 
parametric space. Thus the approach used in this paper gives another view on 
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